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1- Thanks
First of all, I would like to thank Mr. Rosen Daskalov, CEO of Sin Cars international LTD
who allowed me to carry out my internship in his company. Thanks to him, I was able to apply
my new skills, discover the running of a road and racing car manufacturer and refine my
professional project. As a company tutor, he gave some parts of his time and knew how to
guide me and make me discover new things while trusting me.
I also thank Mr. Kamen Uzonov, engineer as well as Marina Stoyanova and Emanoela
Petrova who work in the marketing department who answered my questions, helped me to do
some tasks and entrusted me with essential resources and documents for the realization of
this internship.
I would also like to thank Mr. Yordan Yordanov (my roommate) and Mr. Miro Torniov,
who work in the workshop and in the carbon fibre department of the Sin Cars Company. They
welcomed me and made me discover some aspects of Bulgaria. It was thanks to them that my
life outside the company was very appreciable.
My thanks also go to all the staff of Sin Cars Ruse (Bulgaria) who have welcomed and
helped me during my internship. They have made of this internship a very profitable and
beneficial experience.
I also express my thanks to Mr. Damien Justeau, the internship manager and teacher at
the I.S.I.A.L.M, as well as Mr. Gareth Scarborough, Mrs. Anne Thimon-Martin teachers at the
I.S.I.A.L.M, and Mrs Sylvie FOUCHE secretary at the I.S.I.A.L.M who followed and helped me
for some administrative aspects during my internship.
Finally, I would like to thank all the people who supported me during this internship and
helped me on this report.
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2- Introduction
Nowadays, the internship is a way of implementing new knowledges acquired during
the training of a student. It is also, for some students, a way to discover different trades and
sectors of activity. The internship achievement is therefore beneficial for each student in order
to discover a new company, refine his personal project and apply his skills.
Sin Cars international LTD is a company which manufactures sports cars and racing
cars. Because I would like to become a key account and project manager in the automotive
area, I have seen in Sin Cars, the perfect company to discovering from inside this closed area.
As part of my training, I completed a three-and-a-half-month internship (from April 19th
2017 to August 2nd 2017) in the Design Department of Sin Cars Ruse (Bulgaria).
The missions entrusted to me were some automotive and marketing activities aiming to
help the company in some manual tasks, having more customers and being more known. The
interest of such tasks is to improve the car, develop the company business, create a network
and improve the cars selling.
To carry out these missions, it is necessary to start with a presentation of the company
in order to better understand the context of the internship. Then, the second step is to
approach the automotive tasks in order to better understand the car and the motorsport area
and then, the third step is to approach the marketing tasks developing the problematic of how
to improve the business of a new Supercar* and racing cars manufacturer.
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3- Presentation of the company
3-1 General presentation
The Sin Cars Company is a supercar and race car manufacturer.
In 2012, Mr. Rosen Daskalov, engineer, go-kart and motorsport driver, decide to create
his own car after a lot of unsuccessful research of the perfect supercar. This is how, in 2013,
the first prototype* of the Sin R1 was built in England. On the basis of this prototype, the race
car, Sin R1 GT was built for the official racing team of Sin Cars: Sofia Car Motorsport.
Engaged in the British GT Cup, the results and the data collected have permitted to improve
the race car and the prototype.
Thanks to these improvements, in 2015, the company start the production of the Sin R1
supercar and moved its headquarters to Ruse in Bulgaria. The detailed historic is available in
annex 1.
This path is different from the others automobile brand. Indeed, at first, the others
brands product the road car and build the race car with the basis of the road car. Sin Cars do
the opposite and choose as motto: “From racing to the road”.
Currently, in 2017, 5 years after his creation, the company hire 20 people and propose 6
different models. 3 can be used on roads and tracks (Sin R1, Sin R1 RS and Sin R1 550) and
3 can be used only on tracks (Sin R1 GT4, Sin R1 VTX and Sin R1 GT).

3-2 Activities
To understand well in which market the Sin Cars Company is, it is important to perfectly
understand its activities. We know that the Sin Cars Company builds supercars and racing
cars.

3-2-1 Supercars
Since 1997, the European Commission sort the road cars by segment to differentiate
them.
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Since 2010 an update permit to take in accounts more models in more segments. Here
are the 10 segments:
- B0: Micro cars

- E: Medium sedans and Vans

- A: Small city cars

- F: Luxury sedans

- B: City cars

- J: SUV, Pickups and off-road

- C: Compact cars

- M: Minivans

- D: Little sedans

- S: Sports cars

Sin Cars are considered as sports cars* thanks to their performances and sportive
design. Unfortunately this segment is not precise. The sports cars segment includes a lot of
cars which don’t have the same characteristics. To be more precise we can defined Sin Cars
as Supercars* thanks to their performance. In a more common language, these kinds of cars
are also called “luxury cars” but it is a misnomer.
Currently there are 3 road cars models: Sin R1, Sin R1 RS and Sin R1 550. For more
details please look the annex 2.
Here is the Sin R1. It is the basis of all the
Sin Cars models. Available in different
motorisations, transmissions, colours and
with several options, the car is fully
customizable by the future owner. The
body is made of carbon fibre like a racing
car and the performances have nothing to
envy to the world recognize brands of
supercars manufacturers.
Figure 1: Yellow Sin R1

On the market, the competitors of the Sin Cars supercars are all the supercars
manufacturers. We can name; Ferrari, Lamborghini, Maserati, McLaren, Aston Martin, Bentley,
Lotus or Porsche for example.
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3-2-2 Racing Cars
We can sort the racing cars per categories of championships:
- Open wheel Racing

- Rallying

- Karting

- Sport Prototypes

- Touring Car racing

- Drag racing

- Grand Touring

- Off road racing

- Stock Car racing

- Historical racing

All these categories are composed by other categories with their own rules.
The racing cars of Sin Cars are Grand Touring cars from the beginning. First in British
GT Cup with the Sin R1 GT and now in Northern European GT4 Series with the Sin R1 GT4.
All the Racing Sin Cars can be bought. Currently there are 3 models: Sin R1 GT, Sin R1
GT4 and Sin R1 VTX. For more details please look the annex 2.
Sin Cars is currently engaged in Northern GT4 European Championship with the official
team of the company: Sofia Cars Motorsport.

Here is the Sin R1 GT4 engaged by Sofia Car
Motorsport in the GT4 Championship. The car is
homologated by the FIA (Fédération Internationale
de l’Automobile) to take part in the Championship.
On the track, Sofia car Motorsport and the Sin R1
GT4 can consider all the others team as
competitors for win the different races.
Figure 2: Sin R1 GT4 Sofia Car Motorsport

For the Sin Cars Company the real competitors are not the teams but the
manufacturers. KTM, BMW, Porsche, Ginetta, Aston Martin or the others brands which have
GT4 racing cars are the real competitors because they sell racing cars as Sin Cars also
homologated for GT4 races.
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3-2-3 Partners
Because the company is young there is no Sin Cars dealership. Currently there are 4
ways to see, test or buy a Sin Cars.
- The first solution is in USA. The team “Racers Edge Motorsport” engaged 2 Sin R1 GT4 in
the Pirelli World Challenge USA.

Figure 4: Black Sin R1 GT4 Racers Edge Motorsport

Figure 3: Red Sin R1 GT4 Racers Edge Motorsport

In more of this, the team is official Sin Cars distributor in USA. It means that they are
able to promote Sin Cars, make some tests drive, converse with potential customers and
delivery the cars.
- In France, Thierry Amart is the representative of the
brand. He has his own orange Sin R1 and make the
promotion of Sin Cars in going to some supercars events
some tests drive with potential customers and converse
with their.
Figure 5: Orange Sin R1

- In United Kingdom, and Germany there is a Sin Cars entity where the cars can be delivered.
It also permits to Sin Cars to realize some test drive in these countries.

- In Bulgaria there is the workshop. Thanks to it, it is possible to promote Sin Cars, make some
tests drive in Romania, converse with potential customers and delivery the cars.
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3-3 SWOT analysis
Making a SWOT analysis on company and its market permit to take a step back and
quickly identify the obstacles that can be encountered and how they could be overcome.

3-3-1 Company
About the company we can talk about Strengths and Weaknesses.
Strengths

Why strength?

Weaknesses

Young company

Innovation synonym

Young company

Ex-driver Owner

Know what to do for win

Noble materials
Handmade
Few subcontractors

Synonym of quality
Synonym of quality
Control of quality

From racing to the Atypical path, Generally
road
opposite path
Racing team
Promote Sin Cars

Why weakness?

No good reputation
Can be assimilate to bad
Bulgarian Company
quality
Not known
Difficult to find customers
No dealerships
Difficult to find customers
Long to build a car Customers can be dissatisfied
Racing team
Expensive

Figure 6: SWOT: Strengths and Weaknesses

3-3-2 Market
About the market we can talk about Opportunities and Threats.
Opportunities
Electric or ecologic
cars

Why opportunity?

Automobile market
increasment in 2017

More cars sold, more
luxury cars sold

Repositioning in
premium for certain
brands.

Less brands on the luxury
market

Lot of racing
Championships

Lot of championships for
build and sell cars.

Market very
regulate

Only one brand from
Bulgaria

No other brands. Only one
supercar manufacturer for
Bulgarian market. Can
make an expansion on the
eastern Europe

Economic crisis and
Costs of import/export can
political situation
increase.
of countries

Few developed

Threats
Few quantity of
supercars sold
Several famous
other brands

Why threat?
1 % of the automotive
market
+10 brands ever present on
this market

Famous other
brands

Excellent reputation of these
brands
Lot of luxury cars on the
Others little brands
market
Few quantity of
Around 20 teams per
racing cars sold
championships
Sometimes, expensive
regulations

Figure 7: SWOT: Opportunities and Threats
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4- Automotive activities
4-1 Comprehension of the company
During the first week the first task was to understand the functioning of the company.
The comprehension of the company is considering as a task because helping the company in
some marketing task require to perfectly understanding the process and the products of the
company. To understand the company, I was included in 3 departments: The marketing
department, the carbon fibre department and the design department.

4-1-1 Marketing department
My first day was in the marketing department. 3 people work here and one of their
works is to be intermediary between the company and outside. For example, customers and
suppliers are canvassed or greeted by this department.
During this first day, Marina (worker in the marketing department) showed me the different
departments of the company. There are 8 departments: the marketing department, the design
department, 2 workshops, the chassis department, the machining department, the carbon fibre
department, the engine department and the painting department. A description of these areas
is available in Annex 3.
During this first day, in order to understand the products of the company, I have
checked the website and spoke with some workers of the company. At the end of the day I
was able to say that 6 cars models are producing by Sin Cars (Annex 2) and to say the
different activities of the company (Road cars, Race in northern GT4 European championship,
partnership with Racers Edge Motorsport, annual events).

4-1-2 Carbon fibre department
During two days, I was in the carbon fibre department in the aim to understand the
carbon fibre process* and to reply potential customers who can asks some questions about it.
In this department are build the carbon fibre parts of all the racing and road cars.
The carbon fibre process is hard to understand because, in function of the shape and
the useful of the part, the processes can change.
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We can talk about a general method for all the shapes:
After having designed the part in 3D on the Solidworks software, a foam shape is
designed in a machine to build the mould of the part.

The mould is made in glass fibre and other
components and is very expensive. However,
there are shock and temperature resistant and
thanks to one mould a lot of parts can be
made. Here is the mould storage:

Figure 8: Mould Storage

To make a part in carbon fibre, the first step is to apply a release agent* on the mould to
be able to remove the part. Then, the operator applies the first layer of carbon fibre. This first
layer will be visible if the part is not painted. It means that the work must be meticulous and
without visible default. The next step is to add glue and several layers of glass fibre to increase
the thickness and the resistance of the part.

After, to making the shape solid, the operator makes the
resin application process. For doing it, several layers of several
cloths are applied. It will permit to the resin to go everywhere in
the part. Then the operator applies the mould into a vacuum bag
and connected to a vacuum pump.

Here is a vacuum part: It is a hood air intake for the Sin
Figure 9: Hood air intake

R1 GT4.

After the vacuum process, the resin is input to the mould. When the resin is applied on
all the surface, the part is cured under high temperature (60 degrees) for make the resin and
the part solid. The last operation is to deburring* the part.
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One little part like the hood air intake can be done in one day, but some big parts like
the cockpit need one week of work.

4-1-3 Design department
In the design department I created a cup holder for the car while discovering the
methods of the company to design a part.
The first step was to make a research of the existing products. This step permits to
know the products in the market for finding inspiration and trying to be creative. For doing it I
used my skills from the design and creativity training which permit me to make a good existing
analysis. I made also a research in the car to finding the best location of the cup holder in the
car.
After this, Mr.Daskalov saw the existing cup holder and said which one he liked or not.
He also checked the available location in the car and said if he agrees or not. It was a kind of
Go/No Go method. In function of the available locations, I made 3 propositions of new cup
holder. Mr.Daskalov said his opinion about these propositions. Finally the 3rd proposition was
chosen: Design an integrated cup holder on the floor of the car between the door and the seat.
Mr.Daskalov just adds in constraints that the part must be in Carbon fibre for lightness and
elegance reasons. All this procedure is visible in annex 4.
The next step was to draw the solution and made a real size model made in paper for

Figure 10: Paper real size model

Figure 11: Interior of the Sin R1 550

put it in the car and check the feasibility of this idea.
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After another “go no go” with Encho Enchev, Production Manager, I drew the cup holder
on Solidworks in taking care of the carbon fibre process. After a “go/no go” and some
modifications, the cup holder was ready.
The cup holder will be made in 3 parts:
The pawns:

Figure 13: Pawns

Figure 14: Cup holder

The cup holder:

Figure 12: Pedestal

The pedestal:

Figure 15: Complete cup holder

Here is the complete cup holder:

I give the file to a design engineer and he made a wood model of the cup holder. Here

Figure 16: Wood model

is the wood model:
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This wood model will permit to create a mould for making the part in carbon fibre.
Currently the mould is not done but it is planned to do it.
Thanks to these days in several departments, I understood the method to make a part
in the Sin Cars Company. The designers looking for the best existing solutions, and build their
own with the agreement of the CEO, Mr Rosen Daskalov, and the production manager Encho
Enchev.

4-2 Participation in a race
On 15th and 16th July, I had the opportunity to go in Slovakia for a race of the Official Sin
R1 GT4. My aim was to help the company to make manual tasks, promote Sin Cars and
discover the racing world in being into a team.
First, it is better to know the Northern GT4 European Championship.

4-2-1 Northern GT4 European Championship
The official Sin R1 GT4 of the company is engaged in Northern GT4 European
Championship. GT4 mean Grand Touring 4. In racing categories, GT cars are defined as
closed luxury automobile with no more than one door on each side and at least two seats.
They are divided from the most powerful to least powerful (GTE (That cars run the 24h of Le
Mans), GT3 and GT4).
Northern GT4 European Championship is a GT4 Championship which takes place on the
most famous tracks* in Europe opposed to the Southern GT4 European Championship that
stay in France.
A race meeting is composed by 2 free practice sessions where the teams can makes some
settings and the driver learn the track, 2 qualifying sessions, the first for the first race and the
second for the second race and 2 races. A qualifying session is a race against time which
determines the position of the drivers on the grid.
The GT4 is an amateur driver category and all the team must have 1 amateur driver in the
car. Therefore there are 2 categories during the race: The Pro-Am category, with one
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professional and one amateur driver and the Am category, with two or one amateur driver per
car.
The others Cars which run in this championship are Aston Martin Vantage GT4, BMW M4
GT4, Ginetta G55 GT4, KTM X-Bow GT4, Maserati Gran Turismo MC GT4, McLaren 570S
GT4 and Porsche Cayman GT4 Clubsport
This year, there are 6 meetings (Misano (Italy), Brands hatch (England), Red Bull Ring
(Austria), Slovakia Ring (Slovakia), Zandvoort (Netherland) and Nurburgring (Germany)) and
12 races. Slovakia Ring was the fourth meeting. For this race we were with a new Bulgarian
amateur driver: Ivan Vlachkov.

4-2-2 Slovakia Ring
In counting the travelling it was a 1 week travel. But we were from the 13th July to the
16th july on the Slovakia Ring Track. During these 4 days I made manual job, marketing job
and improved my personal skills in helping manually the team, promoting the Sin Cars
Company and discovering the race world from a team.
The manual job was to help the team to put the stuff in the pit or in the truck, to move
the car in pushing it and to wash the car between the races. These tasks were very interesting
and useful to show my motivation my respect and my cohesion toward all the team.
Unfortunately, the language barrier was a problem. Indeed on 4 people who worked manually,
2 of them didn’t speak English. For example, when we loaded the truck, just 1 of them gave
some instructions, but in Bulgarian. In this case I couldn’t help them. A solution could be to ask
them something to do. But I did it and generally they said “nothing for the moment”. In this
case I didn’t do anything… Now, with hindsight and advices of Mr Daskalov, I know that next
time I have to take more personal initiatives.
About the marketing job, I worked on a teaser and on new beautiful pictures of the cars
with two journalists/photographs and I made flyers distribution. The teaser was just my idea for
the company. Indeed, I saw a lot of promotions videos of the new Sin Cars on YouTube but I
didn’t feel the Sin aspect. My idea was to have the feeling of a beast that we waking up. For
that, I took a video of the car which turns on the headlights in the dark and I took a sound of
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the car when it starts. Unfortunately since the race I contacted several times the journalists but
they haven’t sent me the pictures or the films…
I also made the flyers distribution near the Road Car in the paddock. The Sin R1 550
was the only one supercar of the paddock and it was one of the great attractions of the
paddock. I stayed near the car with flyers and I asked people if they needed some more
information.
A lot of people were interested and I
gave all the flyers that I had (around 50). It was
a good marketing operation because none of
them knew the Sin Cars Brand.

Figure 17: Table for marketing operation

All this travel in Slovakia was an excellent experience to discover the racing world from
inside and made me sure that I want to work for the racing area in my professional life.
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5- Marketing activities
5-1 Website
One of the improvement projects of the Company is to improve the website.
Mr.Daskalov said that he want something more professional. My task on this new website was
to help the web designer. She has done some models of the new website to show how it will
be. My mission was to write the texts of all the headings of the website. For doing it, I had
decomposed the website in 2 parts: General and racing:

5-1-1 Texts of General part
Inspired of the Aston Martin website, the web designer had made some pictures of the
new website. Some parts stayed in Bulgarian because she is just Bulgarian speaking. Here is

Figure 18: Website's main page

the prototype of the new main page with several headings:

Figure 19: Heading zoom
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The 5 headings surrounded in red are carried out in this part. The « Racing » heading is
carried out in the part 5-1-2.
The “Home” and the “Company” headings were already done and my job began on the
“Models” heading.
First of all, in the “Models” heading, you can choose one of the 6 Sin Cars models. After
choosing 1 of them, there are 6 menus.

The first menu is “Overview”. This part permit to describe the car, first, in a global view
(surrounded in green) and then with some more specifics parts (surrounded in blue).

Figure 20: Overview heading

On this picture the surrounded parts are just examples taken from the Aston Martin
website. My work was to write them for each Sin Cars models. For doing it I used some Sin
Cars brochures, the previous website and my own experience made in speaking with several
employees. This work is available in annex 5 part 3.1.1.
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The second menu is “Design”. It permits to describe the design step of the car. Thanks
to this menu, the website visitor will be able to understand the philosophy of the car.

Figure 21: Design heading

This part was already done by the web designer in Bulgarian. I translated her part
thanks to some internet translators and I checked if the sentence was understandable. This
work is available in annex 5 part 3.1.2.
The third menu is “Technical”. We can separate this menu in 3 different parts:
- Full specification (Surrounded in blue): Give the performances of the car.
- Parts overviews (Surrounded in green): Give a description and the characteristics of some
parts.
- Architectural philosophy (Surrounded in black): Explain how the car is built.
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Figure 22: Technical heading

The surrounded parts of this picture are taken from the Aston Martin website.
The architectural philosophy part was made by the web designer, I translated and
completed it. The two other parts are made by myself thanks to some Sin Cars brochures, the
previous website and my own experience made in speaking with several employees. This work
is available in annex 5 Part 3.1.3.
The “Configure” menu will permit to the website visitor to choose his dreamed Sin Cars
in changing some exterior and interior parts colors and in changing some technical parts.
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The “Services” menu explains the warranties, the reparations and the maintenances
services and conditions.
The “Test drive” Menu will permit to the website visitor to take an appointment for a test
drive with one of the “Sin Cars” models.
These three last parts were already done by the web designer.

5-1-2 Texts of Racing part
The “Racing” heading was also a big part of the website job because the aim is to
introduce all the Sin Cars racing activities. The web designer had made some
prototypes pictures of the racing heading. Here is the main page:

Figure 23: Racing main page
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There is a menu surrounded in red. In it, the website visitor can learn everything about
the Sin Cars racing activities. The first menu is “Racing heritage”.
When you click on it, there are two others menus: “Experience” and “GT Cup
UK”. The first one is an explanation about the experience of Sin Cars
Motorsport in the motorsport sector. The second one is about the experience
of Sofia Car Motorsport in 2013 and 2014 in the GT Cup UK championship.
It is a description of the championship and British tracks where the
championship was hosted.
The second menu is “GT4 Europe”.
When you click on it, an explanation of the championship appears in the
website. There are also three years in the menu. These years correspond to
the engaged years of Sin Cars Motorsport in this championship. In each
year, you can find the events where the GT4 Championship was, with a
description of the tracks, the results of the race and some pictures and
videos.
The third menu is “PWC USA”.
When you click on it, an explanation of the championship appears in the
website. There are also two years in the menu. These years correspond to
the engaged years of Racers Edge Motorsport in this championship. In each
year, you can find the events where the Pirelli World Challenge USA
Championship was, with a description of the tracks, the results of the race
and some pictures and videos.
A part of the texts made for this heading are available in Annex 6.

5-1-3 Results of races
On the future website, the aim is also to have all the results of the races where a race
Sin Cars participated, available. One of my tasks was to find the results and classified them in
a file.
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About the Sin R1 GT4 of Sofia Car Motorsport, I watched the GT4 European
Championship website and I found the results for 2017. For 2016 and 2015, the results were
already in the previous website and I download and classified them.
About the two Sin R1 GT4 of Racer Edge Motorsport, the 2017 results are available in
the Pirelli World Challenge website. The 2016 results were already in the previous website and
I download and classified them.
About the British GT cup where the Sin R1 GT was hired in 2013 and 2014, the results
are not available on the internet and the results were not kept by the Sin Cars Company. Face
to this, the web designer chose to keep the results of Northern GT4 European Championship
and Pirelli World Challenge USA and forgotten the results of the British GT cup
Here is the file:

Figure 24: Results of races file

First, there are 3 years where the Sin R1 GT4 was hired in several Championships. When
2016 or 2017 are selected, there are two others files for choosing the championship: Northern
GT4 European Series or Pirelli World Challenge USA. When 2015 is selected there is not this
choice because the Sin R1 GT4 was just hired in Northern GT4 European Series during this
year. After choosing the championship, you see all tracks where an event was hosted. When
you select the track (Monza in this example) you have the results of the Free Practice,
Qualifying and Race.
This first marketing activity about the website was a good experience to discover how a
website is designed. Thanks to it I improved my written English skills when I wrote the texts,
my speaking English when I asked general questions, my technical English when I asked more
technical questions about the cars, I also learnt in more details the characteristics of each
cars, their differences and their history.
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For the Company, the aim was that I help the web designer to create a new website.
She had a lot of ideas ready and I gave her some others ideas, helped her to write all the texts
and to create a results file. Currently the website content is almost ready. It just has to be
checked by Mr.Daskalov for the possible English and technical mistakes.
One difficulty for me in these tasks was to find the right characteristics of the cars.
Indeed when I was looking for some information about one Sin Cars model for example, I
asked that to some employees and I looking for on the previous website or several brochures.
Unfortunately sometimes the information was different. In this case I followed the information
said in the previous website. To overcome this difficulty a good thing to do was to ask
Mr.Daskalov to check and give the right information.
Currently the new website is not online because since middle of June there is no web
designer in the company. I know that one employee made a formation about the creation of a
website and in a close future the new website will be ready to be online.

5-2 School research
The company is young, and as it is said in the SWOT analysis it can be a strenght or a
weakness. The company want to prioritize the young engineer to give an innovative aspect to
their cars. After the success of the Sin R1, Mr. Daskalov is thinking about a new model. For
this reason, he would like some interns from mechanical schools in Europe. My work was to
find the schools classified them and contact them in order to offer internships.
First I created a table for classified all the schools. Thanks to the skills acquired in the
research and exploitation of information methodology training of Mr. Girandier, I was able to
create a table with all the interesting headings. Here are presentations of the board’s
headings:
The two first headings “Relevance” and “Status” permit to have a first vision of the work
to do. “Relevance” shows the interest of Sin Cars for a school and “Status” shows if the school
has been contacted and if it has answered.
Relevance
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Then are the company’s details: Activity area, Website, Name, Location (Address, Zip
code, City, Country).
Activity area

Website

Location
Adress

Name

Zip code

City

Country

In the aim to contact the school it is good to have a “Contact” heading with several
details: (Name, First name, Function, Tel, Mail).
Contact
Name

First name

Function

Tel

Mail

To be sure to remember everything, I add a “Comments” heading and, in order to know
perfectly the action to do, I add an “Action to be taken” heading.
Comments

Action to be taken

The last headings permits to have the results of the prospection: “Result (School agree,
School not agree)”, “Mails (Number of sent mail, Who ?, Why ?, Answer ), “Call ( Who ?, Why
?, When ?)”, “Response Rate” and “Positive Response Rate”.
Results
School agree (Yes)

Mails
School not agree (No)
Call
Who ?

Why ?

Number of sent mail

When ?

Response rate

Who ?

Why ?

Answer(Yes or No)

Positive Response rate

After having made this table I was ready to start the research. In total, I found 31
schools in Europe specialized in automotive engineering and design. I found them thanks to
the internet and I classified them in the table with all the necessary details.
I gave this table to the company for check the relevance of the schools and the next
step was to contact the interesting schools thanks to an e-mail and manage their responses.
Even if the e-mail was ready, the company didn’t give me other instructions about it and
gave me another prospection task: the improvement of the customer relationship. (Part 5-3).
Currently, with hindsight on this job, even if the company can do it, I had to relaunch Sin
Cars for contact the schools and giving a more complete file to the company.
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5-3 Improvement of the customer relationship
As said in the 3-2-3 part, there are 4 ways to see, test or buy a Sin Cars but there is no
Sin Cars dealership. Because of this, when customers want a car, they have to send an e-mail
to the company. When they do it, the company answers them but after several e-mail
exchanges, the company loses contact with the customer. The task entrusted to me was to
find a way to relaunch the previous potential customers that contacted the company and find a
method to use when a potential customer contact Sin Cars.
To doing it, the company gave me an access to the mailbox where the messages from
the website are sent.
I checked all the mail from this mailbox and I found 15 potential customers. At first I
classified them in a customer file.
Here is the customer file I made:
At first, the main page of the file. There is all the name of the potential customers with
the most important details. Thanks to the “Action to be taken” heading, at the first view it is
possible to see which action to do. The file is built in a way to have the client details. When the
user clicks on the customer’s name or first name, an hyperlink open another excel sheet.

Figure 25: Customer file's main page
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In the other Excel sheet, in green background, there are the interest and the status
headings as well as the customer’s details (Name, First Name, E-mail address, Phone
number, Location and the Car model, if the customer has a Sin Cars), In red background the
“Action to be taken” and in blue background all the mails and call discussions. It is also
possible to add an important comment. (For example here, in yellow, it is the perfect car
imagined by the client). All the modifications are doing in this sheet and thanks to several
formulas the modifications appear in the main page.

Figure 26: Customer details

After classified the potential customers the aim was to find a way to relaunch them. To
doing it, I built a method of answers if a new customer sends an e-mail. I did it in following the
training of Mr. Humez about the questioning. I understood that like a professional relationship,
the company have to be interested about the customers and understand their needs. Thanks
to it I was able to determine an action to do for each potential customer. These actions for a
future potential customer and for the potential customers are available in the annex 7.
On this annex, it comes to a discovery meeting. It will permit to better know the client. It
must be a kind of questionnaire with all the good questions to ask during the meeting.
All the study was giving to the company and now the company is able to relaunch all the
potential customers.
One difficulty during this work was to find the mail sent from the company. Indeed,
without access to all the mailboxes it was impossible to know if someone answered the clients.
This element must be considering before relaunching as said in the annex 7.
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5-4 Dealership prospection
As said in the 3-2-3 part, there are 4 ways to see, test or buy a Sin Cars but there is no
Sin Cars dealership. To have a dealership permit to a brand to sell more cars and to become
bigger and more known. There are 2 kind of dealership:
- The branches: It is a dealership which belongs to a brand. All the decisions are taken by the
brand.
- The distributors: Can be mono or multi-brand. The business of this kind of dealership is to
buy the cars to the brands and sell them to the customers.
In the aim to improve the number of cars selling, Mr.Daskalov would like to sell his
brand in a dealership. Because the branches are expensive for a company and because Sin
Cars is little known it is better to work with distributors.
My task was to establish an action plan and follow it, in the aim to find a future Sin Cars
distributor in Europe.

5-4-1 Action Plan
The action plan permits to organise the work and proceed to a go/no go method. It will
also permit another person to do the same work. With the same basis as the Action plan in the
5-3 part, this plan is more complete and takes in account that it will be professional customers.
Because the relationship between two companies is the main work of a key account and
project manager, I used the selling plan learnt during this year for the Action plan of the
dealership prospection:
- Market analysis.
- Prospection.
- Discovery meeting.
- Establishment of an offer.
The action plan made in following this plan is available in annex 8. It was validated by
Mr. Daskalov and I followed it during all the dealership prospection. The first step of the action
plan is the market analysis of the Supercar area in Europe.
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5-4-2 Market analysis
As explained in the 3-2-1 part, the Sin R1 is considered as a “Sports car”. To be more
precise the Sin R1 is called “Supercar” or “Luxury car” but this last one is a misnomer. To
make some market research these 3 terms have to be employed. All the market analysis was
made thanks to the internet. The aim of this analysis was to find the countries likely to have a
big number of luxury cars sold.
- The first employed criteria is the number of cars selling per country. Indeed we can
say that if there are a lot of cars sold, there are a lot of luxury cars sold.
This study shows 5 interesting countries: Germany, France, United Kingdom, Italy,
Spain and Russia.
- The second employed criteria is the GDP per capita. Indeed, luxury cars are
expensive and more the GDP per capita is high, more the chance of selling a luxury car is
high.
This study shows 4 others interesting countries: Monaco, Luxembourg, Switzerland and
Belgium
After having these 10 countries, the aim was to classify them. To classify them, the first
step is to have a number of luxury cars sold country per country and because the countries
have different sizes, it will be also interesting to have the area of the country and compare it to
the number of cars and luxury cars sold.
At the end of the market analysis, the classification was Monaco, Switzerland,
Germany, United Kingdom, Italy, France, Luxembourg, Belgium, Spain and Russia.
All the Market Analysis is available in Annex 9. After verification Mr. Daskalov was
agree with it and wanted several dealerships in each countries.
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5-4-3 Dealerships research
In following the Action plan, the second step is to looking for and classifies the
automobiles dealerships after checking which kind of distributors are interesting for the
company.
Of course, all the distributors of “standard” manufacturer like Renault, Peugeot, Toyota,
Ford or Volkswagen will be not interesting for selling a Sin Cars. The target of Sin Cars will be
the distributors which sold exotics cars*.
For finding some exotics cars distributor one method was to go in an exotic car brand
website and finding its distributor in the interesting countries.
Here are some exotics cars brands interesting for Sin Cars.

Figure 28: Caterham Seven 360

Figure 29: Lotus Exige sport 350

Figure 27: Morgan 4/4

These 3 brands (Caterham, Lotus and Morgan) are interesting because, like the history
of Sin Cars, they are from England and have a particular identity. Caterham and Lotus are little
Sports cars and are like a go-kart on the road and Morgan cars are with retro look.

Figure 30: Corvette C7

Figure 31: Ferrari 488 GTB

Figure 32: McLaren 570S

These 3 other brands (Corvette, Ferrari, and McLaren) are more known than the others
but are also interesting for Sin Cars. Indeed, the Corvette is the brand which gives the basis of
the Sin Cars engine and the Ferrari and McLaren have for most of their models some similar
characteristics.
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A lot of others exotics brands like KTM, Ginetta, Koenigsegg, Lamborghini, Pagani or
Bugatti were also used during the dealership research.
Now that we have the kind of distributors to find, it is possible to research them.
All the research was made on the internet and all the finding distributors were entered in
an excel table.
The table is built like this:
At first, there is a main table with the most interesting criteria:
Sin
Cars Customer’s
Interest
Interest

Status

The Sin Cars and customer interest say, in a first view, if the company can be
interesting for Sin Cars. These criteria are from 0 to 2. 0 mean the Company and/or Sin Cars
are not interested and 2 mean they are potentially interested. The “status” heading permits to
know the selling status.

Type of company Name of company

City

Country

Then, there are some details about the company. “Type of company” is car dealer or
second hand car dealer.

Action to be taken Date of the last contact Activities

The end of the table permits to know the next action to do, the last contact date and the
brands sold by the distributor in the “Activities” heading.
Like the table in the 5-3 part, the file is built in a way to have the dealership details.
When the user clicks on the company’s name, an hyperlink opening another excel sheet which
give all the dealership details and others important information.
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In the dealerships details sheet we can find the details of the main table concerning only
this distributor and more accurate details like the website, the number of institution, the precise
location (Address, Zip Code, City, Country) and the company’s owner.
There are also the “Home” and “Contact(s)” headings in the aim to have directly a way
to contact the company.
Home
Phone

Contact(s)
Name First name

Mail

Post

Phone

Mail

To classify the discussions between Sin Cars and the company, a “Discussions”
heading was made.
Discussions
Date of last contact

Phone/mail/physical

Who ? Subject

The dealership details sheet ends with the “Data” heading which will permit to enter
important information about the distributor company during the discovery meeting step.
Data
Number of cars sold (per year)

Average price of cars

Number of customers

Number of
Cars in stock

In total 65 distributors was found. 1 in Belgium, 1 in Spain, 2 in Monaco, 2 in
Luxembourg, 7 in Switzerland, 8 in Italy, 11 in England, 12 in Deutschland and 21 in France.
These numbers are normal for Belgium, Monaco, Luxembourg and Switzerland but
there is a difference between Spain, Italy, England Deutschland and France. This difference is
explainable by the language barrier. Indeed, apart for France, all the research was made in
English and a lot of dealerships website were only in native language (Impossible to
understand).

5-4-4 Contact of the dealerships
In following the action plan, after having classified the distributors and their details in the
table, the next step would be to contact them and plan an appointment for the discovery
meeting. Moreover, after a bit of thought, the contacted dealership had to know at first the Sin
Cars Company before to say if they agreeing a partnership with Sin Cars.
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Finally the aim was to call the distributors and asking them a contact for sending a
presentation e-mail of the company. 7 days after sent the presentation e-mail, if the company
didn’t answered, we decided to send a relaunch e-mail. Again after 7 day, if no answer after
the relaunching, we called the dealerships to be sure that they received the e-mail and asked
an answer.
With Emanoela Petrova we called the 65 companies. I was responsible for the French
companies and we separated the others companies. To call them I made a pitch to following
during the call thanks to the training about the phoning pitch of Mrs.Hervo. This pitch is
available in annex 9.
During the call step a problem occurred. After several days it was difficult to know which
dealerships were called and how many presentation e-mails were sent. To overtake this
difficulty I add a traceability table behind the main table. I also add a “performance level” table
with values in the aim to evaluate the call method.
Here are the traceability table’s headings:
Called ? ("Yes" Presentation mail sent ? Answer ? ("Yes" Relaunched ? ("Yes" Answer after relaunch ?
or nothing)
("Yes" or nothing)
or nothing)
or nothing)
("Yes" or nothing)

This table is working like this: If a company is called, the word “Yes” is adding on the
first heading. The word “Yes” is also employed in the 4 others columns. The second column
concerning the presentation mail sent after the call, the third is about an answer from the
dealership after the first call and the presentation mail (the answer can be positive or
negative), the fourth heading about a relaunching (if no answer) and the last heading about an
answer after the relaunching.
Here are the performance level table’s headings.
Performance level
Number
of Number of presentation Number of answer after Number of company Number of answer
company called e-mail sent
the presentation e-mail relaunched
after relaunch

In this table the values appeared in function of the traceability table. Indeed when a
“Yes” is added in the traceability table, a unit is added in the performance level table in the
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corresponding heading. For example, if there is 63 “Yes” in the “Called ?” heading of the
traceability table, the number 63 appears in the “Number of company called” heading of the
“Performance level” table. This is possible thanks to this excel formula: “=COUNTIF (L3:L68;
"Yes")”. It mean that between the line 3 and 68 in the column “L”, if there is the word “Yes” it
correspond to 1 in more in the cell of the corresponding performances level’s heading. This
formula is the same for each performance level’s headings. Just the letter of the column
changes in function of the heading. The results will be explained on the following page.
Here is a global vision of the main table (explained in the 5-4-3 part) with the traceability
table and the “Performance level” table (explained in the previous page):

Figure 33: Global vision of the main table

As explained before, the aim was to call them and sending a presentation e-mail in a
second time. This presentation e-mail was made by the Sin Cars marketing department and is
composed by a Sin Cars history, a presentation of the Sin Cars activities (road and race) and a
presentation of the partnership that Sin Cars wants. This mail was made in English for English,
Spanish, Italian and a part of Swiss dealerships. I translated it in French for French
Monegasques, Belgian, Luxembourgian and a part of Swiss dealerships, and another Germanspeaking employee translated it in German for German and a part of Swiss dealerships. I was
responsible to send this presentation e-mail.
After sending the presentation e-mail, I was responsible to manage the answers and
determine the actions to do. Generally, the distributors interested by a partnership asked more
details about the company. In this case, I answered them with advises of Mr.Daskalov and
tried to organize a phone meeting between them and Mr.Daskalov. I also put the “customer
interest” heading to 2. (See the example on the next page).
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When the distributors were not interested by a partnership with Sin Cars, I wrote the
reason in the dealership details table and identified them in the board thanks to a red
background in the main table.
Here is an example of this work thanks to an extract of the main table:
Sin Cars
Interest
2
2
0

Customer’s
Interest
1
2
0

Status
Prospecting
Meeting to organise
No action to be taken

Type
of
company
Car dealer
Car dealer
Car dealer

Name
of
company
Autohaus Ulmen
Dörr Group
Penske

City

Country

Dusseldorf Germany
Frankfurt Germany
Hamburg Germany

Figure 34: Example extracted from the main table

The first line concerning the dealership Autohaus Ulmen is an example of a dealership
which is not answered and didn’t showing interest or disinterest. We stay in the prospecting
status. The second line, Dörr Group, is an example of interested dealership. The Customer’s
Interest becomes 2 because the dealership showing an interest and the status change in
Function of the next action to do. Here we are in the meeting organization status. The last line
concerning the dealership “Penske” is about an uninterested dealership. Because the
company is not interested, the Sin Cars and Customer’s interest are at 0 and the status is “No
action to be taken”.
Concerning the results at the end of my internship, here is the complete “performance
level” table:
Performance level
Number
of Number of presentation Number of answer after
company called e-mail sent
the presentation e-mail
63
57
7
97%
88%
11%

Number of company
relaunched
32
49%

Number of answer
after relaunch
3
5%

Figure 35: Results in the performance level table

On 65 companies, 63 have been contacted. The two companies which were not
contacted during our call step were ever contacted by the Sin Cars Company. When we called
the companies 6 of them were not interested and didn’t want a presentation of the company. It
is the reason why there are 57 presentation e-mail sent. On the 57 presentation e-mail sent 7
companies answered. It means that 50 companies should be relaunched, but only 32 were
relaunched. This is explainable by two reasons. The first reason is the holiday period of the
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dealerships. Indeed, when we sent the first presentation mail, some companies were closed
for summer holidays and we had to contact them later. The second reason is the end of my
internship. It was my last work in the company and we did it up to my last week.
After relaunching, 3 companies answered. In total, on the 10 answers, 5 were interested
(Marcassus Sport (France), Petricorse automobili (Italy), Dörr Group (Germany), Stratton
Motors company (England) and Autobritt (Switzerland)). On these 5 companies Mr.Daskalov
had a phone meeting with 4 of them. Just Autobritt didn’t answer the invitation.
After the phone meeting Petricorse automobili (Italy) and Stratton Motors Company
(England) were not interested because of the partnerships conditions. When I left the
company, the aim of Mr Daskalov was to plan a physical appointment with the CEO of
Marcassus Sport and the CEO of Dörr Group.
This dealership prospection was my most important mission and I was proud to do it for
the Sin Cars Company. It permits to implement my new skills acquired during this first year at
the I.S.I.A.L.M. The results are satisfying for the company because there were several
answers and several call appointments. Also, with 1 distributor in more of all the current
activities the company will improve its business and became more known. After my internship
in the company there is also a real file to run and I show to a marketing worker how to use the
excel file.
However, on 63 companies contacted only 10 have answered. To have more answers,
a solution can be to spend more time at phone with the potential distributors. Indeed, during
this work, we called them for sending an e-mail and sometimes, we didn’t have contact with
the person that will receive the e-mail. If we explain everything by phone to the right person
and then, sending an e-mail, this person will be more interested and attentive for answer the
proposal.
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6- Conclusion
This internship in the Sin Cars Company had for subject the business’s improvement of
the company. Therefore, at first, my tasks were to understand the company and the way of
working of the company. Then I was able to help the company on several marketing tasks.
First, about the website, I am looking forward to see online the new website with some
parts of my work. This task makes me better in my written English and I discovered the work of
a web designer.
About the school research, the company have now to contact the schools classified in
the file. This file was made thanks to my new skills acquired in the excel training and the
research and exploitation of information methodology training.
About the improvement of the customer relationship, the company have now a real plan
to following if a customer wants a car. In the same time there is now a file which classifies all
the people that asked some details about the cars. This plan and this file were made thanks to
the trainings learnt at the I.S.I.A.L.M.
About the dealership prospection, the company have a complete file with a lot of
dealerships which are interesting for the company. 2 potential distributors were very interested
by Sin Cars and both of them were or are actors in a racing team. This task was perfect to
apply a lot of knowledges acquired during this first year at the I.S.I.A.L.M.
Finally I am proud to say that my internship’s aims are validate. Indeed, for me, the aim
was to use my new knowledges acquired at the I.S.I.A.L.M, improve my English level and
having an internship in relationship with my professional project. During all my tasks I used a
lot of new knowledges from this first year at the I.S.I.A.L.M. During all the internship and my
social life I was speaking English and I feel better in this language even if I have more
progress to do. About my professional project if this company was in France I will be ready to
work in it later. Indeed, the mix between road cars and race cars makes Sin Cars the ideal
company for me.
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7-2 Glossary
Deburring: Remove the default on the border of a shape
Exotic car: Exotic by definition means out of the ordinary. The exotic cars are usually
produced in limited numbers, are quite expensive and have out of ordinary shapes.
Prototypes: A first or preliminary version of a device or vehicle from which other forms are
developed.
Process: A series of actions or steps taken in order to achieve a particular end.
Release agent: Kind of lubricant. Permit to easily remove a part.
Sports car: It is a high maneuverability and light weight car. They are usually aerodynamically
shaped and have a low center of gravity compared to standard models.
Supercar: Luxury and high performance sports cars.
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Annex 1: Historic
2010: Ruse Cars Motorsport is established. Official representative of BMW, the aim is to
develop motorsport in Bulgaria.
2011: - Creation of the largest indoor carting track of Bulgaria.
- Third place in the Bulgarian Championship with a modified BMW.
2012: - Design of a race car with middle engine, tubular roll cage chassis and BMW silhouette.
Third place in the Bulgarian Championship.
- Creation of the Sin Cars company and cooperation with the English company
“Proformance Metals” for the homologation of the Sin R1 space frame.
2013: - Creation of the first Sin R1 prototype.
- Debut of the race car: Sin R1 GT, in the British GT Cup championship.
2014: New concept of the Sin R1 and Sin R1 GT
2015: - Headquarters move to Bulgaria and start of the Sin R1 production. Presentation of the
new model: Sin R1 RS.
- Racing cars activities move to GT4 European Championship with the creation of a new
race car: Sin R1 GT4.
2016: - Debut in the Pirelli world Challenge USA thanks to the association with the American
team Racers Edge Motorsport who become the official Sin Cars Distributor in USA.
- Development of the new race car model: Sin R1 VTX.
2017: Presentation of the new model: Sin R1 550.
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Annex 2: Sin Cars Models

1

Annex 3: Presentation of each department
Marketing and design departments: The design department is where I am most of
time. It is the department where two engineers and one intern worked for improve or
create current and new models of Sin Cars. They use SolidWorks as 3D software.
There is also one graphic designer and I work with her for the new website. I do also
some marketing tasks. The marketing department is close to the design department.
One work of the marketing department is to be the intermediary between the
company and outside. For example, customers and suppliers are canvassed or
greeted by this department.

Chassis department: The first real part of
the car is built here: The chassis. In the Sin
Cars, this is an integrated roll cage which is
the

chassis.

This

is

the

same

type

integrated safety roll cage as in racing, with
slight differences, mainly in comfort while
entering the vehicle. The car is build all
around this space frame.
Table for making a roll cage

Machining department: This department is composed by several machine tools which
permit to cutting, shaping, drilling, finishing, and other processes for making parts of
metal. Thanks to this department, a lot of parts of the cars don’t need to be bought.

Engine department: Department where the engines are modified, repaired,
assembled or disassembled. We talk about engine department but we can also talk
about mechanics department. Indeed, gearboxes, suspensions or all mechanics
elements can be modified, repaired, assembled or disassembled in this department.
The job of the people who work here is to check, repair, set and clean the mechanics
elements of road and race cars.

V8 engine

Dismounted engine
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Carbon fibre department: Above one of
workshops, the carbon fibre department is
the place where all the carbon fibre parts are
manufactured. For build a carbon fibre part,
the operator takes a mould and applied some
strips of carbon fibre. Several layers are
applied and generally, some glass fibre
layers are used for improve the thickness.
Carbon fibre department

When all the layers are applied, a plastic bag is applied on the carbon fibre strips, the
air is taken off and the resin is added. Thanks to the resin the carbon fibre and glass
fibre layers are glued and make one part. This is called the impregnation. After that,
the part is bake on an oven and the carbon fibre part become solid. After removing
the mould and deburring, the part is ready to be paint.

Workshops: The 2 workshops of the company permit to assembled disassembled or
repair the cars. All the parts built in the others departments are gathered in this
department and assembled on the cars. As you can see on this picture the body is
really in carbon fibre.

Unpainted body

Workshop with one car in building
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Annex 4: Existing analysis
Cup holders:
Integrated cup holder:

In the central console

In the armrest

Drawer integrated cup holder:

Vertical drawer

Horizontal drawer

Removable cup holder:

Fixed to a door

Fixed to a ventilation grid

1

Fixed to a window

Fixed between the sit and the central
console

Multifunctional cup holder:

Several sizes cup holder
Without spill and
temperature keeping cup
holder

Others cup holders :

2

Sin cars:
Interior of the sin cars:

Real sin cars interior

Virtual new sin cars interior

Research:
Location of the cup holder:
- 1st location:
Insert a cup holder in this part of the car.
-Needs a check of the practicality of the position
of the grab.
-Integrated cup holder only. Not enough places
for design a drawer system (roll tube
cage+wires)

- 2nd location:
Insert a cup holder in the central console of the
car.
-Impractical if not a drawer system (if the cup
holder is always next to the legs).
-Not enough places for design a drawer system
(gear lever+wires).
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- 3rd location:
Insert a cup holder between the seat and the doorstep.
- Practical for grab the cup.
- Integrated cup holder only (Not enough places for
design a drawer system)

Propositions
1st proposition :

If the position of the grab is well, it’s possible to insert this kind of cup holder.
Advantages:
- Hidden cup holder when the system is close
Disadvantages:
- Only one cup
Analysis : The position of the grab is not well. This part of the car is too far. And when
the seat belt is attached, you can’t move. It is a 6 point seat belt.

2nd proposition :
Like the previous proposition but in 2 part.
The first part is the pedestal always on the
floor and the second part attached to the
doorstep can be hidden if there is no cup.
4

Advantages:
- Hidden a part of the cup holder when there is no cup.
- The pedestal can be use to putting small things.
Disadvantages:
- Only one cup
Analysis : System too expensive (if made in carbon fibre) or dependant of another
supplier (if made in plastic).

3rd proposition :

Integrated cup holder, on the floor, with several sized cup holders.
Advantages:
- Several cups
- Several sizes of cup
- The cup holder can be use to putting small things
Disadvantages:
- Bulky system
Analysis : Don’t need two cup holders. System accepted with just one cup holder.
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Annex 5 : General part text
This annex is extract from a 44 pages document. The complete document describes all the Sin
Cars models in a same way as the Sin R1 showing in this annex.

3. Models
Each model is composed by these menus: Overview, Design, Technical, Configure , Services,
Test Drive.

3.1 SIN R1
3.1.1 Overview
The basic model Sin R1 lightweight, race-like road cars is based on FIA homologated racing
tubular space frame. Body made from carbon fibre and composite materials and active rear
wing – depending on speed and selected mode. The basic model combines powerful V8
naturally aspirated eight-cylinder middle-mounted engine with manual transmission with LSD
and twin-plate clutch. The more power doesn’t mean less comfort as the interior is made from
carbon fibre and combination of Alcantara and genuine leather.
The full carbon body makes Sin R1 light but the tubular frame designed and produced due to
the latest safety requirements of motorsport make the car completely safe and at the same
time exclusively comfortable and suitable for your road trip.
Video
Performance
With top speed up to 300 km/h (>186.5 mph), the acceleration from 0-100 km/h is 3.9 sec. for
the LS3.
LS7 naturally aspirated V8
Acceleration 0-100 km/h (0-60 mi/h): 3,5 sec
LS9 supercharged V8
Acceleration 0-100 km/h (0-60 mi/h): 3,0 sec
Engine
One of our most powerful production-based crate engines LS3 will give you the power you need
for the best performance. What is more you can choose more powerful LS engine up to 650 hp.
The more the power the better the feeling!
Revolutionary engineering:
Creating the Sin R1 we have found the perfect symbiosis between the racing safety and
maximum comfort and stability for the road. After careful and detailed analysis and research
we have found the perfection in aerodynamics and suspension, so that your car will become
inseparable part of your life. But the outlook is the beginning so we knew that if we are able to
1

use the carbon fibre technology in the best possible way we will succeed to show an elaborate
production on the highest possible level.
Young, motivated engineers have created full proficiency basis in order to develop our activity
in the best possible way.
Our finest interior
Who have said that carbon fibre is suitable only for the inner parts of the car. Sin R1 will prove
to you that if you add some almost invisible carbon details in the interior you will be amused
how the shapes and feeling changes. Smooth and soft Alcantara leather adds even more
sophisticated sensation.

3.1.2 Design
Who have said that carbon fibre is suitable only for the inner parts of the car. Sin R1 will prove
to you that if you add some almost invisible carbon details in the interior you will be amused
how the shapes and feeling changes. Smooth and soft Alcantara leather adds even more
sophisticated sensation.
SIDE MENUS:
Front profile on Sin R1
For the first Sin R1 model is selected the white colour. According to the psychology of colours is
it a symbol of truth and innocence. Also the white colour creates a sense of purity faith and
kindness. In the front, the headlights are made of carbon fibre. As one of the key points that
has been set up and subsequently used, the SIN CARS UK's main focus in the construction of Sin
R1 is the shape of the headlights. After long conversations between team members and
consulting with specialists in various areas of the automotive industry. At the end of this long
journey, SIN CARS UK's team came to consult with specialists in one of the world's leading
industries - the IT industry. Taking into account the fashion trends that are current in the IT
sphere is using LED technology.
Exterior Design in Sin R1
A basic rule, both in human society and in the nature, to create a product, it is necessary to
determine the ultimate goal. It takes a certain amount of time to achieve the desired effect. For
the creation of its first exterior design, SIN CARS UK has teamed with specialists from different
fields, as a curious fact is the participation of creative personalities in the team, such as artists.
The main moment when the team of young designers, artists, mechanics and other specialists
in their field is:
Performance
When SIN CARS UK creating the first model, the team of young engineers and designers
explored and perfected each area of the car. Starting from the suspension, they went through
the brakes, cooling, carbon fibre components and came to the heart of the automotive
industry, aerodynamics. A year later SIN R1 passed through the aerodynamic channel - MIRA.
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Wheel Design in Sin R1
In its first model, SIN CARS UK uses the tires of the French manufacturer Michelin. Inspired by
the history of the company, which was founded by the two brothers Edouard and André
Michelin. Initially, the company began to develop its activity by producing tires. During the
Second World War, forced by the international environment began to produce aircraft, but
after the war, they returned to the tire market again.
A curious fact about their product is that for the first time their product was used in Formula 1
in 1977. Following the FIA's policy changes, like all competitions organized under their own
name, to use the same tires.
Interior Design in Sin R1
For the first model, SIN CARS UK has developed special SIN R1 seats. The design of the seats is
made in the workshop of Sin Cars. The seats are designed to be mounted back in the direction
of travel by attaching test belts to ensure the safety of the driver and his companion during the
journey.
As the team of SIN CARS UK chose for this interior design

3.1.3 Technical
1. Full specification:
Body
Body made from carbon fibre and
composite materials
Frame: based on FIA homologated racing
tubular space frame
Transmission
MR -Mid engine powering the rear wheels
Gearbox: Manual with LSD and oil cooling
Clutch: Twin plate clutch
Dimensions
Wheelbase: 2760 mm (108.66 in)
Overall length: 4830 mm (190.15 in)
Overall width (excluding mirrors): 2000 mm
(78.74 in)
Overall width (including mirrors): 2251 mm
(88.62 in)
Overall height: 1285 mm (50.59 in)
Front track: 1985 mm (78.14in)
Rear track: 2000 mm (78.74in)
Dry weight: 1,250 kg
Weight/Power ratio: 3,29

Brakes
Callipers: 6 piston AP Racing
Brake discs: Ø360 mm – front and rear
Brake system: Dual hydraulic circuit brake
system
Bosch ABS
10 Position traction control
Launch Control
Standard specifications
Air conditioning
Heating
Power windows
Adjustable pedals
Adjustable seats
External mirrors heated, electrically
adjustable and foldable
Interior made from carbon fibre and
combination of alcantara and genuine
leather
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Engine
6.2 L naturally aspirated V8
Type: 6.2 L V8
Displacement: 6200 cm3 (376 in3)
Bore and stroke: 103,25×92 mm
(4,065×3,622 in)
Compression Ratio: 10,7:1
Maximum power: 450 hp@5900 RPM
Maximum torque: 585 Nm (424 lb-ft)
Cooling system: Water and oil cooling
systems
Emission class: Euro 6
Wheel and tyres
One piece forged alloy rims, 9J x 19, offset
ET 21 mm (front) and 11 x 19, offset ET 46
with 5 bolt mounting

Front tires: Michelin Pilot Sport Cup 2
245/35/19
Rear tires: Michelin Pilot Sport Cup 2 –
305/30/19
Steering
Electrical power steering
Suspension
Suspension: Double Wishbone, adjustable
Pushrod-Rocker system
Optional features
9x18 ET 10 and 11 x 18 ET 30 central lock
racing wheels)
Racing slicks or wet with 265/45/18
Racing slick or wets 305/60/18
40 mm speed bump lifting system

2. Parts overviews
Engines (3 engines : LS3, LS7, LS9)
In the Sin R1 you can choose 3 engines. : (Some extracts from the Chevrolet website)
LS3 : The Chevrolet LS3 is a 6.2 L naturally aspirated V8. The LS3 is filled with components
designed for high performance and longevity. This engine is the 430-hp at 5900 RPM standard
engine in the Chevrolet Corvette.
LS7 : The Chevrolet LS7 is a 7.0 L naturally aspirated V8. The LS7 features a unique big-bore
cylinder block that is anchored with a forged crankshaft, featherweight titanium connecting
rods, and friction-coated pistons. But it’s the airflow capability of the cavernous CNC-ported
heads that enables its tremendous power. Large-volume, straight-passage intake runners
channel air directly through the 2.20-inch titanium intake valves. Uses in the corvette Z06, the
LS7 reach 530 hp at 6300 Rpm
LS9 : The Chevrolet LS9 is a 6.2 L supercharged V8. The LS9 is a technological marvel. High-rpmvalidated lightweight reciprocating parts, including titanium intake valves, are used along with
high-flow cylinder heads that draw the charge forced on them by a sixth-generation
supercharger. It has a high-helix (twist) design that helps the “blower” deliver greater power at
the low end and sustains it longer through the rpm band for broad, on-demand power, whether
off-idle or at speed. Uses in the corvette ZR1, the LS7 reach 650 hp at 6300 Rpm.
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Engine management
Engine and dashboard control systems: Motec M800 and Motec C127
ECU: Electric central power module HP Electric
Transmission control
A leading manufacturer supplying all the leading brands of sport cars. We offer the ability to
directly embed racing sequential gearbox on request.
Exhaust
The SIN R1 discharge system is made of stainless steel. The most important element of the
exhaust system is the aspiration that processes the harmful gases of the vehicle.
Adaptive Damping
The shock absorbers Nitron in the Sin R1 are specially developed for the car, easily accessible,
adjustable according to the requirements of the client, as well as the possibility of motorsport
”three-way adjustable” shock absorber.
About the suspension, the Sin R1 has a push rod system straight out of formula 1, with the
opportunity to regulate the height of the vehicle and change of the suspension stiffness in a
short time.
Brakes
Today in modern industry one from important components in cars is braking system, which are
exclusively sophisticated
With this goal the team on Sin Cars UK choice for first model AP Racing, which is a major
supplier in the field of motorsport. Brakes in Sin R1 are with 360 mm discs, 6 piston callipers
and Bosch ABS system.
Wheels & Tires
We rely on the Italian spirit and inspiration, using the services of leading Italian Manufacturer in
three colours.”Michelin” as our technical partner in close cooperation chose the best tires for
our vehicles- Michelin Pilot Sport Cup2.

3. Architectural philosophy
Architecture
SIN R1 has homologated space frame which we successfully have tested for two years in
racings. Our road car has the same type integrated safety roll cage, with slight differences.
Mainly in comfort while entering the vehicle. Safety crash zone is recommended form FIA
safety zones. Front and sides, straight out of the racing version, designed and tested in real
conditions. Design of the tank and its location is the same as in motorsport vehicles, to have
maximum crash protection
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Power
Advanced combustion system increases power and efficiency. They have all the power and
torque needed to confidently handle the tough jobs, and they seamlessly switch to fourcylinder mode to increase efficiency during light-load driving.
Aerodynamic
Sin R1 complies with the strict rules of aerodynamics. The model is tested in real racing
conditions. The system of active rear wing regulates an adhesive force according to the speed
and usage of the car.
Sounds
The audio system, which is used in first model is Pioneer. Good solution for perfect sound
combined with a perfect driving.
Comfort
For comfort, in SIN R1 is used our long experience in automobile industry. Adjustable seats,
steering wheel and pedals allow everyone to find the best driving position on body. Air
condition system for maximum comfort. Security is provided by the central locking and alarm
system with pager.
Testing
Following the creation of the first SIN R1, the real challenge for the SIN CARS UK team has
begun, which unanimously decided that the best way to test the car is by car racing. Now is the
time to reveal one of the secrets why exactly SIN CARS UK decided to test the car exactly in this
way. The answer is that in this way the correct behaviour of the vehicle can be made in the
development of high speed, which in the urban environment can hardly be achieved.
Regarding an electronics system in the model, high-quality software is used.
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Annex 6 : Racing part text
This annex is extract from a 21 pages document. The complete document describes all the
Race part in a same way as the Northern GT4 European Championship showing in this annex.

2. Northern GT4 European Championship
This is the best race series for both Amateur and Professional drivers either driving in the
same team or on their own, the race series is now 9 years old and growing with full grids at
all meetings.
2017 is the 10th anniversary for this successful series again visiting Europe’s premier circuits,
with this high quality of sport it brings a lots of exposure for teams, sponsors and vehicle
manufacturers.
Many other top race series also share the same platform with the European GT4
Championship such as DTM, Blancpain GT Series, British GT, ADAC GT Masters, SPA 24 hours
to name a few.
European GT4 series offers one of the most interesting formats in, Motorsport consisting of
12 impressive competitions in 6 exciting weekends.
Every race weekend includes 2 free practices (2X60 min), 2 qualifications (2X15 min) and 2
competitions (50min +1 lap).
The driver classes participating in the championship are professional (PRO) and amateur
(AM). The car can be shared between PRO + AM driver or AM + AM driver. Because of the
obligatory change of drivers on every race between 20 and 30minute, European GT4 series is
one of the most interesting formats.
Since 2015 the Sin R1 GT4 of Sofia car motorsport is engaged in this championship.

2.1. 2017
2.1.1. Misano
Track:
Description: The Misano World Circuit Marco Simoncelli is an Italian race track located next
to the town of Misano Adriatico (Province of Rimini) in the frazione of Santa Monica.
Originally designed in 1969 as a length of 3.488 kilometres (2.17 mi), it hosted its first event
in 1972. In 1993, the track length was increased to 4.064 kilometres (2.53 mi).
As of 2007, it began hosting the San Marino and Rimini’s Coast Grand Prix as part of the
MotoGP World Championship.
Racing was first proposed at Misano, near the Adriatic coast, in 1969 when plans for a new
autodrome under private ownership were put forward for the first time. While the initial
proposals drew some praise, question marks as to their suitability for car racing were quickly
raised and a larger parcel of land was acquired. A revised design for the Autodromo di
Santamonica was approved in 1970 and construction began in November of that year.
The new circuit was finished by the following year, though it was not inaugurated for racing
until August 1972. One unusual element of the new circuit was the floodlighting, which
allowed for the staging of night racing.
On 2- 4 October 2015 Misano will host the last GT4 race as a part of Blancpain Sprint Series.
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Ranking:
Video and picture:

2.1.2. Brands Hatch
Track:
Description: Brands Hatch offers two layout configurations: the shorter “Indy Circuit” layout
(1.198 miles) is located entirely within a natural amphitheatre offering spectators views of
almost all of the shorter configuration from wherever they watch. The longer “Grand Prix”
layout (2.433 miles) played host to Formula One racing, including events such as Jo Siffert’s
duel with Chris Amon in 1968 and future World Champion Nigel Mansell’s first win in 1985.
Noise restrictions and the proximity of local residents to the Grand Prix loop mean that the
number of race meetings held on the extended circuit are limited to just a few per year
(usually for higher-profile series such as the BTCC and the BSB).
The full Grand Prix Circuit begins on the Brabham Straight, an off-camber, slightly curved
stretch, before plunging into the right-hander at Paddock Hill Bend. Despite the difficulty of
the curve, due to the straight that precedes it, it is one of the track’s few overtaking spots.
The next corner, Druids, is a hairpin bend, negotiated after an uphill braking zone at
Hailwood Hill. The track then curves around the south bank spectator area into the downhill,
off-camber Graham Hill Bend, and another, slightly bent stretch at the Cooper Straight,
which runs parallel to the pit lane. After the straight, the circuit climbs uphill though the
decreasing-radius Surtees turn, before moving onto the back straight where the track’s top
speeds can be reached. The most significant elevation changes on the circuit occur here at
Pilgrim’s Drop and Hawthorn Hill, which leads into Hawthorn Bend. The track then loops
around the woodland with a series of mid-speed corners, most notably the dip at Westfield
and the blind Sheene curve. The track then emerges from the woods at Clearways and
rejoins the Indy Circuit for Clark Curve with its uphill off-camber approach to the pit straight
and the start/finish line.
The British Rallycross Circuit at Brands Hatch was designed and constructed by four-times
British Rallycross Champion Trevor Hopkins. It is approx. 0.9 miles long and completed
around 1981. Unlike earlier rallycross courses at Brands Hatch, cars start on the startline
then veer right and downhill on the loose at Paddock Hill Bend. Through the left-right Esses
at the bottom, the circuit rejoins the Indy Circuit to travel up and round Druids hairpin,
before a 90-degree left through Langley’s Gap and across the knife-edge, rejoining the Indy
Circuit, but travelling anti-clockwise. From Cooper Straight, the cars swoop up the old link
road and back to Paddock.
Ranking:
Video and picture:
2.1.3.

Redbull Ring

Track:
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Description: The Red Bull Ring is a motorsport circuit in Spielberg, Styria, Austria.
The race circuit was founded as Österreichring and hosted the Formula One Austrian Grand
Prix for 18 consecutive years, from 1970 to 1987. It was later shortened, rebuilt and
renamed the A1-Ring, it hosted the Austrian Grand Prix again from 1997 to 2003. When
Formula One outgrew the circuit, a plan was drawn up to extend the layout. Parts of the
circuit, including the pits and main grandstand, were demolished, but construction work was
stopped and the circuit remained unusable for several years before it was purchased by Red
Bull’s Dietrich Mateschitz and rebuilt.
Renamed the Red Bull Ring the track was reopened on 15 May 2011 and subsequently
hosted a round of the 2011 DTM season and a round of the 2011 F2 championship. Formula
One returned to the circuit in the 2014 season.
Austria’s premier circuit has lived through a number periods of decline, but appears once
again to be in the ascendancy as a host of its country’s Formula One round.
The circuit will host GT4’s third race on 5 – 7 June 2015 as a part of ADAC GT Masters.
Ranking:
Video and picture:
2.1.4

Slovakia Ring

Track:
Description: Slovakia has a burgeoning car manufacturing industry, thanks to the presence of
factories for Volkswagen, Peugeot-Citroen and KIA, but until recently had lacked purposebuilt test and racing facilities. The Slovakiaring has emerged to meet this need and has
become a popular and challenging new addition to the central European motor racing scene.
The circuit is located at Orechová Potôň, a short distance from Bratislava airport.
Construction began in 2008, to a design by Austrian architect Hans Roth. At 3.680 miles
(5.922 km), the 14 mile main course is among the longest in Europe and features four
artificially created elevations, which allied to the circuits high speeds adds greatly to the
challenge.
A largely triangular outer course surrounds a series of infield bends which can be combined
into six separate course variations. The circuit’s safety measures have been installed in such
a way as to enable running in both directions creating a total of 12 possible variations,
though racing has tended to be in the traditional clockwise direction using variation four.
The circuit opened in September 2009 and by 2011 had attracted international racing, in the
form of the FIA GT3 European Championships. The event proved a success, although there
was concern over cars becoming airborne over the elevated sections, with problems noted
particularly at the section between Turns Two and Three. When the circuit was included on
the FIA GT1 World Series schedule the following year, a temporary tyre chicane was used
just prior to the rise.
Slovakiaring has become a popular venue for the SRO-run GT series. It stepped in to host an
additional race in 2012 when events in China were cancelled and remained on the calendar
in 2013 and for 2014 forms part of the new Blancpain GT series. The German ADAC GT
Masters has also found a home here, while the circuit’s ‘supersub’ status was reinforced in
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2012 when it was called upon at relatively short notice by the organisers of the World
Touring Car Championships to fill a gap in the calendar caused by the cancellation of a race
in Argentina. It has retained its race in subsequent years.
Ranking:
Video and picture:
2.1.5 Zandvoort

Track:
Description: Circuit Park Zandvoort is a motorsport racetrack located in the dunes north of
Zandvoort, Netherlands, near the North Sea coastline. It has been the centre of the Dutch
racing scene and its most important circuit (at least for four-wheeled racing) since the late
1940s; helping put the seaside resort town on the world stage.
From the outset, Zandvoort was popular with the drivers and teams, and was often used for
testing as well as racing. Formula One was quick to adopt the course, organising the first
Dutch Grand Prix in 1952, following on from non-championship events held in previous
years. Zandvoort would remain a permanent fixture on the F1 calendar until 1985. Gradually,
the circuit became a fully enclosed venue, as the public roads which formed part of its routes
were closed off. There were no other significant changes in this period, save for the
installation of a dividing pit lane wall in 1968 and the erection of Armco barriers around the
perimeter in 1972. Still there are concerns as to Zandvoort’s future. Court orders reducing
the number of ‘noise’ days led to the Masters F3 event switching to Zolder in Belgium for
two years, while the Provincial Executive explored the possibility of creating a replacement
course at Julianadorp in the north of the country.
These plans came to nought and some form of stability has since been secured with the
signing of a new lease on the land, which should racing continue through to at least 2041.
Zandvoort will host GT4’s second race on 22 – 24 May 2015 as part of the Pinksterraces.
Ranking:
Video and picture:
2.1.6

Nurburgring

Track:
Description: Nürburgring is a 150,000-capacity motorsports complex around the village of
Nürburg, Rhineland-Palatinate, Germany. It features a Grand Prix race track built in 1984,
and a much longer old “North loop” track which was built in the 1920s around the village
and medieval castle of Nürburg in the Eifel mountains. The north loop is 20.8 km (12.9 mi)
long and has more than 300 metres (1,000 feet) of elevation change from its lowest to
highest points.
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Above all other circuits, the Nürburgring has an history and tradition which is intertwined
with that of the motorsport itself. The ‘Green Hell’, as Jackie Stewart so memorably
described it, has been thrilling and terrifying drivers in equal measure since 1927 and any
event here remains one of the greatest spectacles and challenges on the sporting calendar.
Like many of the lavish venues established in the modern era by oil-rich states seeking to
boost their country’s international status, the Nürburgring owes its existence to political
manoeuvrings. The Nordschleife (literally, northern loop) features sweeping curves, variable
surfaces, rapidly changing weather, dramatic climbs and drops, and a straightaway over a
mile long where terminal speeds can be reached. It is the yardstick by which all production
cars are measured. It is as unique as it is overwhelming. There may be other tracks, but there
is only one Nürburgring.
The legendary circuit will be the host of GT4’s fifth race as a part of ADAC GT Masters.
Ranking:
Video and picture:
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Annex 7 : Action plan (Customers)
Future potential customers
First step: Increase the client’s comfort.
- At the reception of a mail, check the interest of the customer (0: not interested, 1:
potentially interested, 2: interested) and put it on the excel file.
- Reply at the customer request and ask a phone or physical meeting to know him better.
The physical meetings can be on a show, exhibition or race, on a track, in one of Sin Cars site
or where the client wants if it’s possible.
If yes
- Ask the phone number and make an
appointment in function of the client’s
availability.
- Prepare the discovery meeting (If possible in
the client’s language).
- Make the meeting.

If no
- Reply to his requests.
- Ask again a phone or physical meeting (say that
it’s really necessary for make a car adapted to his
needing).
- if no : go to the second step

In the first step, don’t talk about the price. Give some values scales if the customer asks. The
first step permits to establish a relationship with the customer and determine his needing
precisely.

Second step: Establish an offer.
- Modify the customer’s interest if necessary.
- After having collected information, determine the better model, engine, transmission and

options for the client.
- Determine all services. (Delivery, payment by several instalments, warranty …)
Don’t hesitate to make several offers.

- Build a pitch for all the points of the offer. (Characteristic, advantage, profit)
- Show the offer(s) to the customer (Sent by mail or in a physical meeting) and ask if all is
right.
If yes
- Start the selling process (Signature of contracts,
beginning of production, etc…)

If no
- Reply to his requests.
- Argue.
- Negotiate.
- Change some points.
- Ask if everything is right.
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Potential customers
1) Bruno Berlenghi : Ever Contacted by phone by Siana on 1st June 2017. He sent an email on 2nd June for a call meeting on 5th june 15h. Possible to try to use the
discovery meeting method.
2) Glenn Smith : Had contacted Sin Cars by mail because he was interested by a car. (On
18th May 2017). Because he is from USA, Jon (Racer Edge Motorsport) is in contact
with him. It is necessary to have a detailed report from Jon to see the progress of the
sale.
3) Julia Maximenko : Was very interested by a test day. Unfortunately she had cancelled
the first meeting on 17th May 2017. Others dates have been proposed by herself and
Monday 26th May were perfect. She had to confirm on 23th May but she didn’t do it.
It was necessary to relaunch her on 24th May. It is necessary to relaunch her while
asking her phone number and proposing others dates.
Why several annulments? Maybe, the planning of the travel was too long for her. Ask
the available time and propose her to plan the day yourself (with plane travel, hotel,
restaurant, timetable, visits etc...)
4) Kenneth Yerger : Had contacted Sin Cars by mail because he was interested by a car.
(on 14th May 2017). No reply after the Rosen’s reply (15th May 2017). Relaunch him
by mail for plan a phone call. If no answer, try to call him directly.
5) James Sandborn : Had contacted Sin Cars by mail because he tried to located the US
distributor. (On 6th April 2017). Rosen, give him the contact of Jon. It is necessary to
have a detailed report from Jon to see the progress of the sale.
6) Bujar Gjergji : Had contacted Sin Cars by mail after the Geneva showroom. (on 20 th
March 2017). He wanted to know if it was possible for an automatic transmission.
Reply him and ask for a phone call.
7) Mike Conley : Wanted some printed information. Because he is from USA, request
sent to Jon. Ask to Jon some news.

8) Lee Tanner, Mick Harzall, Kevin, Bob, Arthur Ashkinazi, Kerstin Wagner, Dale and
Robert Ice : Have contacted Sin Cars by mail in 2016. The mailbox doesn’t give me
access before December 2016 and it is impossible to see the beginning of the
discussion...
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Annex 8 : Action Plan (Dealerships)
First step: Looking for automobile dealerships in Europe.
- Achieve an analysis of Europe to determine which countries are interesting for Sin Cars and
why.
- Determine which kind of dealerships can be interesting and why?
- In the identified countries, looking for all the interesting automobile dealerships and classify
them by interest.

Second step: Contact the automobile dealerships.
- Check where is the headquarters of the company. Contact this office.
- The first contact must be by phone and if possible with the person responsible of partnerships.
(if not found on the internet, contact the reception desk and ask). The aim is to plan an
appointment for the discovery meeting.
- Ask how it’s possible to realize the discovery meeting (phone, physical meeting) and when.
- Just after the first contact, send an e-mail to make a summary of the discussion and what is
planned. Insert in the excel file the interest of the customer for the Sin Cars Company.
-Try to keep contact with him up to the next meeting.

Third step: Discovery meeting.
- Follow the discovery meeting sheet. During this meeting, the aim is to see how the dealership
works.
In this step, you can describe the company but don’t talk about the price. Give some values
scales if the customer asks.
Thanks to this meeting, you will know what kind of partnership is possible and if it’s pertinent for the
company to establish something or not.

Fourth step: Establish an offer.
- After having collected information, determine an offer which will correspond to the customer.
Don’t hesitate to make several offers.

- Build a pitch for all the points of the offer. (Characteristic, advantage, profit)
- Show the offer(s) to the customer (Sent by mail or in a physical meeting) and ask if all is right.
If yes
- Start the selling process (Signature of contracts,
beginning of production, etc…)

If no
- Reply to his requests.
- Argue.
- Negotiate.
- Change some points.
- Ask if all is right.
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Annex 9: Phoning plan

Secretary :
Good morning/afternoon Madam/sir, I’m representative of the Sin Cars
Company. I saw that you sell ... (Cars brands). We are racing cars and supercars
manufacturer and we would like to have a partnership with your company.
Please, can you give me the details of your CEO or your partnership manager to
send a presentation of our company ?
1) Yes sure:
Thank you very much.
Have a nice day, good bye sir/madam.
2) Can you give me more details about your company?
Sure, our company was created in 2012 in England with one Supercar
prototype. We decided to modify it for race and engaged it in British GT cup.
After two years of racing and improvements we were able to build a road
Supercar. We are proud to say that our car is from racing to the road. Currently
we are engaged in GT4 Championship with our team and we build the Sin R1
Supercar. Export of Sin Cars is rising over the years, and is already represented
in several countries. To make our position in and outside Europe stronger, we
are looking for dealers and distributors. For this reason we would like to make
a partnership with your company and speaking to your CEO or your partnership
manager.
3) No, I can’t give you his details.
Ok I understand. We can give you our details, so that you could give them over
to him and he will contact us later. Do you want to send you the presentation
of our company ?
4) No, he will be not interested.
- Why?
- We are a serious company and I think that you are the perfect company for
us. Of course our partnership will be beneficial for both companies. If you
agree, I would like to talk about it with your CEO or your partnership manager
please. Can you give me his details?
5) I can put you through
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Thank you very much. Can you give me his name? Have a nice day, good bye
sir/madam.

Manager :
Good morning/afternoon are you Mister/Mrs … ?
My name is Alexandre BÉE, representative of the Sin Cars Company.
I’m calling you because I saw you are a … (brands) dealer and we would like to
do a partnership with you. Can you give me your phone number and your email address, we would like to introduce you to our company and contact you
after this if you are interested.
1) Yes sure:
Thank you very much.
Have a nice day, good bye sir/madam.
2) Can you give me more details about your company?
Sure, our company was created in 2012 in England with one Supercar
prototype. We decided to modify it for race and engaged it in British GT cup.
After two years of racing and improvements we were able to build a road
Supercar. We are proud to say that our car is from racing to the road. Currently
we are engaged in GT4 Championship with our team and we build the Sin R1
Supercar. Export of Sin Cars is rising over the years, and is already represented
in several countries. To make our position in and outside Europe stronger, we
are looking for dealers and distributors. For this reason we would like to make
a partnership with your company and speaking to your CEO or your partnership
manager.
3) No, I’m not interesting.
- Why?
-Ok I understand, but we are a serious company and I think that you are the
perfect company for us. Of course our partnership will be beneficial for our two
companies. If you agree, I just would like to send you a presentation with our
details and if you change your mind you can contact us later.
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